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Speaker for January 18th, 2015
François Capmeil 

- Exploring the Ley Lines of Europe -

A magical journey through Britain, France 
and Italy along the ‘Michael & Mary’ 

and the ‘Apollo & Athena’ Ley Lines.

This interactive presentation includes many 
photos of ancient sites, maps, commentaries 
and photos of the actual ley lines. François 
was helped by Hamish Miller, (who first doc-
umented these lines with Paul Broadhurst) 
by providing a set of detailed maps compiled while he explored 
the ley lines for the book ‘The Sun and the Serpent’. 

Using the maps allowed precise and detailed exploration of sev-
eral difficult to locate sites, particularly in Cornwall (England) 
and Normandy (France). 

François has spent many years exploring various sites along the 
lines, and has seen the evolution of the energy quality. This is par-
ticularly important now, as new energy is being fed into the lines 
to help mankind evolve to the next level. This is not without ob-
stacles as you will discover.

The presentation will be accompanied by music especially com-
posed for the occasion. We will be using a large projection screen 
and top quality stereo sound, to allow you to experience the rich-
ness of this visual journey. 
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From the Editor

We are now in 2015 and a question begs asking: “What happened to 
the dream?” You remember years ago, when 2000 was still in the 

distant future, we would ponder what a marvellous lifestyle technology 
was going to bring us? Instead, you see bus loads of teenagers entirely 
absorbed by their mobile phones, and mesmerised by their friend’s trivia.

Is that living? I think not, but will they wake up without a major shock?

I remember as a child, we had to entertain ourselves, we made tunnels 
out of the couch cushions, we pretended to make houses with cardboard, 
and we let our imaginations run wild.

Today not much is left to the imagination, thanks to our image process-
ing technology. Will we find a balance between the two? 

Based on the current status, it seems that we are headed for disaster, but 
experts are saying that the energies around us are changing: 

“We will enter a new phase of growth in human awareness in 2015 as a por-
tal for accelerated spiritual growth opens in the celestial spheres.

You will reach a cross-roads between a spiritual or a materially-oriented di-
rection in 2015. If you focus on spiritual activities, introspection, self-aware-
ness, healing, meditation, and prayer, you will feel peace and calm as your 
energy pulls into your body and consolidates in your spine. Then you will 
have a chance to consciously channel your energy either “upward” toward 
Spirit, or “downward” toward materiality, according to your conscious choice 
in every moment.”

I think that the keyword here is conscious choice. To be conscious one 
has to practise every day. It is not an easy task, but when the time comes, 
it will make the difference.  

Until next time,  
          François
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The Case of the Grieving Axe
You never know what you’ll find - so always keep an open mind!

By Jane Ruehmkorff

On a recent trip to Santa Fe in New Mexico, I was staying with a 
friend who was having trouble sleeping in her room, and had con-

sequently moved to another room hoping to get a better night’s sleep.  As 
I always travel with a dowsing rod, I offered to check the earth radiation 
and she was delighted as she understood what I meant.  She is a dowser 
and had also done a building biology course. I told her I would use the 
Celtic Stone method shown me by my husband Peter and used for many 
years.  There was a dry riverbed nearby, so I collected 4 suitable tumbled 
stones, checking that the stones agreed to being used for holding back 
the earth radiation on a local property.

We started early one morning, my friend with her ‘L’ rods and I had my 
‘V’ rod, and we both found the same strong negative lines criss-crossing 
her home. However when we went outside, close to the window of her 
former room, she came up against some really strong negative energy 
that caused her to stagger back, feeling quite shaken. We stopped and 
looked around the area, and saw it was where her husband splits the fire-
wood, with a chopping block and axe leaning against it.  

Pulling out my pendulum, I started asking questions:  Is it an Entity?  
“No”;  Is it the chopping block? “No”; Is it the axe?  “Yes!”  We moved the 
double edged axe to the boundary of the property and both started tun-
ing in to it. We intuited that the axe was very sad, brim full of First Na-
tion peoples’ grief.  

Realising we needed to apologise for the grief trapped in the axe, my 
friend went inside to find some support, and came out with 2 eagle feath-
ers and a leather pouch given to her by a local First Nation Elder, as well 
as a small statue of Mother Mary and a picture of Jesus for good measure.  
These were carefully placed around the axe and my friend proceeded to 
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chant a prayerful invocation over and 
over. I had to hold her to support and 
stop her from falling over, as emotion 
enveloped her and her pendulum 
slowly changed direction and started 
swinging positively.  

She had managed to transform the 
grief and the axe was happy to be re-
turned to its place by the chopping 
block – on two conditions I discov-
ered, 1) that the axe be given a name and, 2) that it is always to be treat-
ed with respect.. Whew! That was a big lesson in taking nothing for 
granted!

The rest of the job was quickly done, the four local river stones being 
programmed with the house-holders’ intent for their home, and each 
hammered 3 times to lock in the position (where the worst energy lines 
intersected); then the stones were placed in the four corners of their prop-
erty - after each stone indicated where it wanted to be put - to hold back 
the negative lines, so that positive energy lines could pop up in their 
place throughout the house and garden.

My friend immediately noticed that the place felt much lighter, and I am 
very hopeful that she is sleeping better too and perhaps even back in her 
gorgeous sun-room. What this exercise has done for her, I am happy to 
report, is remind her that she has an open channel to do the work, which 
is a beautiful gift that she can use to help others.

And for me, it was a realisation that our dowsing tools can lead us into 
the most exciting and interesting situations, and that an open mind is all 
important... 

Jane can be contacted on: 02 4751 2904  
E-mail: towardsawareness@southernphone.com.au
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The Celtic Method Principle
This is a reprint of an old article, but I think it is relevant today

By Peter Ruehmkorff, as told by François Capmeil

Peter is no longer with us. As a tribute to this wonderful dowser and 
friend, I want to share a method of clearing the geopathic stress from 

houses which he taught a few of us in May 2003.  Around that time, I 
was not feeling well and I thought that the cause could be geopathic 
stress emanating from the ground under my house. I asked Peter if he 
could help me to find out, and he kindly said ‘Yes’. He came one morn-
ing all the way from the Blue Mountains to check the house.

My guess was right: Peter found a black stream under the house and was 
able to correct the effects. I watched with interest how he did it, which 
was actually quite simple. I mentioned to him that a lot of dowsers would 
benefit from learning this technique. So Peter offered to do a practical 
seminar for a few people to learn the method.

Before explaining the method, I 
will mention the background 
and tell how Peter taught us. 

In the course of his life in North-
ern Europe, he realised that few 
of the old houses built in a part 
of Germany had geopathic stress 
in them. One day looking at an 
old stone mason repairing a dam-
aged wall, he noticed that before cementing each stone in place, the old 
mason would knock on the stone 3 times with his trowel. When asked 
why, the mason said “to protect the house”. 

Apparently this was an old tradition  passed on from the time when the 
Celts lived in what is now Germany. Peter experimented with the idea 
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and came up with the method I will describe shortly.

Peter organised to take the four of us who registered for the seminar to 4 
separate houses suffering from geopathic stress. I can only guess that the 
owners had requested him to do the clearing, and that he very kindly 
used that opportunity for training us. 

We met at the first house, where he demonstrated the technique. Peter 
used a set of dowsing rods which responded to the minutest change of 
energy. He was very sensitive and accurate with his rods. After he showed 
us how to dowse for the noxious lines, Peter checked that we could clear-
ly detect them as well. 

He had brought with him several sets of four river-bed stones, made of 
crystalline rock, not sandstone as is commonly found in the Sydney area. 

He explained that these stones had  probably been rolled down the river, 
then dug up with a mechanical excavator all of which would have knocked 
the stones enough for them to retain a signature of the local energies. 
When a crystalline rock is knocked hard enough, it records a picture of 
the energetic configuration of the location where it is knocked. 

To be able to use the stones for our purpose, the previous energetic sig-
natures must be erased. Peter proceeded to show us how to clear the 
stones. First he checked the polarity of each stone with his pendulum, 
then he would take each stone one by one, holding the stone to his throat 
chakra, focusing on his breath, then moving them down quickly along 
the front of his body all the way to the lower chakra, while making a loud 
grunting noise while releasing air from his lungs. This is quite hard to 
describe in words, but simple to do. He then rechecked the polarity of 
the stone, and cleared them again if needed.

The next step was to locate the detrimental energy line pattern over the 
house or property. Peter used a dowsing rod, but most of us used L-rods. 
We would walk across the front of the property and one of the sides, and 
draw the lines on paper. Once the pattern was identified, Peter looked for 
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the crossing of these lines where the energy would be the most detrimen-
tal to humans. If more than one was found, he would select the one lo-
cated in one of the bedrooms where people would be likely to suffer the 
longest exposure.  

We would then bring a set of four stones to that location for Peter, being 
very careful not to knock them. He would then lay them out at his feet, 
in the same formation and orientation as the shape of the house or plot. 
One stone representing each corner. The stones would be about 8 cm 
apart. He would then put his foot on one of the stones and ask which 
corner of the house/plot that stone would like to occupy, starting with its 
current location, until he found the correct location for each of the stones.

Remember that when hit, a crystalline stone would store the energetic 
signature of a location. So Peter would take a big hammer out of his bag, 
don protective glasses, and hit each stone 3 times while holding the stone 
over the bad spot. He would then place each one back into its position in 
front of him. Once the stone has been hit, it can be rotated on its vertical 
axis, but not turned upside down, or it would not work at all.

We then carefully took each stone to its respective corner of the property. 
If there is room, the stone can be buried, if not, it can rest on the ground, 
making sure it does not get knocked or displaced.

Peter explained the concept as he understood it: If that detrimental line 
was 10 cm wide, for example, and the intensity 100 exposure units per 
centimetre.  Now that the stones were linked to the line, by moving the 
stones to cover a wider area, (for example 1000 times wider than the line 
was), then the intensity would be thinned out to 10/1000 = 0.01 unit per 
centimetre. 

In the image on the next page, you can see the original black stream. 
Once the stones are energised and located, the black stream is stretched 
like a sheet of rubber. In doing so, the same amount of bad energy has to 
cover a much wider area, making it everywhere much weaker, and no 
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longer able to pose any danger to humans.  

Once the detrimental line loses its intensity, a positive line, if present, 
will often take over the space now filled with weak detrimental energy. In 
other words, the detrimental line, having now lost its strength, would be 
overpowered by the beneficial line. We did witness this effect in two of 
the four houses we did together.

Peter explained that if you sleep at a crossing of two of these detrimental 
lines, the organ exposed to the detrimental energy would become dis-
eased. In the last house we visited this was confirmed in a dramatic way. 
Peter knew the owners, but did not tell us anything about them. So we 
found 2 lines which crossed a little below the left pillow, on the master 
bedroom bed. We did the correction and did not think more of it.

On the way back, in the car, Peter told us that the lady of the house had  
throat cancer. Her throat would have been exactly over the spot we dis-
covered. I later forgot the incident and never asked Peter if that lady got 
cured, but I am sure that she would respond much better to medical 
treatment after the correction.

           François
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The Celtic Method Procedure
•	 Get a map or drawing of the house and land
•	 Get 4 river-bed crystalline stones. 
•	 Request the owner to not tell you their problems, but tell them what 

you are going to do.

1- Create around you a protection-imagining white tube spinning 
clockwise inside and anti-clockwise outside.

2- Say prayer for accurate reading, for example: 

“Please guide my hands and prepare my mind; help me form my ques-
tions with clarity and enhance my sensitivity to the answers.  Encourage 
my detachment from ego and anticipated results. Bless my purpose and 
intent to dowse for the highest and greatest good of all concerned. 
                                                               Thank you.”

3- Synchronise your mind clock with now.
4- Program your mind for harmful radiations detection.
5- Check for geopathic stress lines.
6- Find worst crossing of negative energies.
7- Check if stones have existing polarity.
8- Clear stones by grunting them past your front chakras.
9- Wearing protective glasses, hit each stone 3 times at the location of 

the crossing found above. 
10- Keep stones in same vertical orientation.
11- Ask for which corner of the property each stone has to go. 
12- Position them on the floor according to respective corner. 
13- With house owner, taking one stone at a time, go to each corner                              

and bury stone at that corner. 
14- The spot that has been hit must face upward.
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15- Explain not to move the stone, or it will not work anymore.
16- Check new location of earth energies. 
17- Check sleeping place.
18-  Ask if any entities, if so, release them.
19-  Check for EMF radiations.
20-  Ask if there is any more to do, ask if job is complete.
21- Check occupants’ chakras to stop compensating for negative energy.
22-  If needed, show a polarity balancing exercise, to do once a day for 

two weeks by all occupants to limit the effect of body compensation. 
The body may still want to compensate for a stress situation that no 
longer exists.

23-  Explain to the occupant(s) that there have been significant changes, 
and that it is possible that sleep will be different for a few nights.

24- Cats and dogs might be disturbed in their habitats as well, as they 
can sense these changes.

25- Say thank you prayer.
         Peter Ruehmkorff

Quotation
Our real place in life can never be measured by external signs.

  It will depend upon how close has been 
our personal relationship with our God; 

how much we give to others; 
and how much peace there is within 

as a result of knowing ourselves.

     Edgar Cayce
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Dowsing for Drought & Bush Fires
By Heather Wilks

The rainfall for the period 1 July 2014 to 23 December 2014 shows 
serious to severe deficiencies (lowest 10% to 5% of records) are in 

place across the central and southern Cape York Peninsula in Queens-
land, parts of the Top End in the Northern Territory, scattered areas be-
tween central Australia and northern Queensland, and also on the Pil-
bara coast in Western Australia.

Serious to severe deficiencies are also 
in place across most of the agricultural 
districts of South Australia, western 
Victoria and southern New South 
Wales, extending along the western 
margin of the Great Dividing Range 
in New South Wales and south eastern 
Queensland.

Thought I’d send through a suggestion 
for dowsing for you to tweak in your 
own way. I’ve adapted the Weather 
Protocol from my new book, “Dows-
ing Heals”.

The more each of us dowses, and the 
more regularly, the more likely we’ll be able to help areas that seriously 
need it. I decided to list each state and the NT specifically. Saying ‘Aus-
tralia’ feels too broad (as ‘World’ does for many issues), but please go with 
what resonates with you.

Suggested Dowsing Protocol for Droughts and Bushfires
Start swinging pendulum in NO direction and then let it pick up its own 
momentum.
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# Scrambling the frequency of the drought and bushfires in Victoria, 
NSW, ACT/Canberra, Queensland, South Australia, Northern Territory, 
Western Australia and Tasmania. Neutralising all the negative energy, 
non-beneficial thought forms and the media-fed hysteria relating to the 
extreme conditions, everything known or unknown that is contributing 
to the droughts and bushfires across the country, raising fear levels, con-
tributing to devastation and encouraging arsonist activity. Magnifying 
this dowsing with the help of spiritual dowsers and the skills of the best 
dowsers on the planet.

Wait until pendulum stops spinning. Then start swinging pendulum in YES 
direction and then let it pick up its own momentum.

# Transforming the energy to bring increased balance, harmony and 
peace for calmer, beneficial conditions for the people, animals, properties 
and land affected by drought and prone to bushfires - in Victoria, NSW, 
Queensland, South Australia, Western Australia, Northern Territory and 
Tasmania. Bringing in the most appropriate temperatures, low humidity, 
gentle breezes and normal rainfall in safe, beneficial amounts. Bringing 
in the spirits of love and gratitude, respect and freedom, for the highest 
good of all. This or something better as safe and appropriate from now 
and into the future across all time, dimensions, space and reality. Thank 
you.

Wait until pendulum stops spinning.

When the rain does fall, please spin your pendulum in the Yes direction 
“Bringing in the spirit of love, gratitude, respect and freedom to the rain.”

Let’s know what adjustments you decide to make after some intuitive 
prompts.
          Heather Wilks

Heather can be contacted by email at heather@ohnaturale.com for details 
on how to purchase this great ebook on Dowsing (only $10.00) 
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Raymon Grace December 2014 message
By Raymon Grace

Howdy Folks,

I would like to share a bit of information with you to help you bet-
ter survive the holiday season.

For about 18 months I’ve noticed something new affecting a lot of peo-
ple. When the audience is asked, “How many of you have noticed that 
people are getting crazier?” Most of the hands go up and people laugh.

Am glad they laugh but it really isn’t funny, it’s serious. I started taking 
readings on the ‘mental stability’ of people, then expanded it to towns, 
counties and cities, and found that our fellow citizens have a problem. 
What is worse, is that you folks reading this may also have the same 
problem.

I was measuring this situation for several months before finding the rea-
son for it. One day a friend called to tell me about some information she 
had read concerning the passing of earth through space and there was an 
‘energy’ coming from the Milky Way affecting the minds of people. My 
dowsing previously indicated this condition could be called ‘astrological 
influence’ without realizing the source, and it seems I was right.

Now you don’t have to know everything in order to solve a problem. You 
don’t need to understand electricity in order to turn the lights on, so 
don’t over-think this.

All you have to do is measure the effect of ‘astrological influence’ on a 
person or group. If you get a negative reading, then it obviously needs to 
be corrected.

Next, take your pendulum and set the intent to neutralize the negative 
effect of ‘astrological influence’ upon the person or group. The pendulum 
will swing counter-clockwise.
Really can’t say how long this will last, it may be different for each per-
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son. You will just have to check it from time to time to find out.

My newsletters are written for folks who know something about dows-
ing, so if you are a beginner, you can visit my websites to get some infor-
mation.

Life is easier dealing with sane people rather than crazy people. By using 
this simple technique, you can stack the deck in your favour for a Happy 
Holiday Season.

Faye and I will be offering the webinar again on January 23 - 26. It will 
be available for 60 hours, giving you plenty of time to watch it 2 or 3 
times if you like and re-watching any segment you like.

This could make a really nice Christmas gift for a family and if they use 
it, could be the best gift you ever gave them. 

Here is an email received this week, am very thankful for it.

This is D_____. I owe you more than you’ll ever know! Not only am I 
whole for the first time in my life but I’m also the healthiest and happiest 
than I have ever been. You and your classes are amazing! I now realize 
that I’m amazing too. I realize the power I have. I’ve been helping others 
in so many ways! I learned I can have my cells regenerate at the highest 
appropriate level and my collagen produce at the highest appropriate 
level, I don’t have to use wrinkle cream anymore. Lol! I’ve learned so 
much and will keep learning. All because of you. My deepest gratitude to 
you. I will forever hold you in my heart as the person who made me 
whole. I can’t thank you enough! Life is good!

Its responses like this that keep me doing this work.
Wishing you a safe, sane and happy holiday season!!!!!

          Raymon

The webinars mentioned above are great value, You can register here:
www.raymongrace.us 
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The West-East Coil
By Heather Willings, France.

Reprinted from the British Society of Dowsers, December 1991

The west-east coil, is made of several turns of wires, with a short end 
(the earth) and a long end (the antenna) protruding out of opposite 

sides of the coil. The coil is wound anti-clockwise.

The coil can be made of bare copper wire. Insulated wire is also fine, but 
then you need to strip the earth and the antenna clear of insulation.

This coil will regenerate water and extend the life of food. It will also im-
prove the health of ailing pot plants. I can confirm its effectiveness as a 
headache remedy. After sweeping out the cellar I found myself with an 
intense sinus headache. I put a W/ E coil on my head and sat down fac-
ing west. Twelve minutes later the pain had quite disappeared. This treat-
ment is also useful for mental fatigue and can be used preventively when 
sitting down to some difficult brainwork.

The W/E coil will counteract adverse radiation indoors (if placed at a 
distance from anything metal). It will also protect someone from being 
drained at night by negative influences (including a sleeping compan-
ion), if placed under the bed. It should be positioned level with the solar 
plexus, antenna to the west. 

One of my ‘patients’ had been discharged from hospital in fairly good 
shape, but started deteriorating after a few nights beside his depressive 
wife. After I placed a coil under his side of the bed he was noticeably bet-
ter. (The doctor attributed this to a change in medication, but the im-
provement was evident before he even called ... ). After a week or so I 
removed the coil. Next morning the patient complained of aches and 
fatigue. When the coil was put back these problems disappeared.

In the morning the coil will dowse negative. It will recover on its own 
but, if needed for another use, it should be cleansed in cold running wa-
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ter. Recovery times vary according to where the coil is placed:

•	 in direct sunlight: a few seconds 
•	 in direct daylight: about 15 minutes 
•	 indoors, beside a window: about 4 hours 
•	 indoors, under a bed: about 11 hours.

(The effect of glass on the power of daylight is interesting. I find my 
dowsing reactions are slower if I’m wearing glasses. Can anyone explain 
this phenomenon?)

The coil will also recover if handled for a minute or two, but I suspect 
that if the handler is in a negative state the effect will not be the same.

If the bed is an old one with a heavy metal frame and uninsulated springs, 
a harmful charge will build up there which will nullify the coil’s action. 
To counteract this, use Frank Moody’s wrap-around coil:

A length of wire, both ends bared if it is insulated, wrapped with several 
turns around any part of the frame and the ends twisted together. In fact, 
this treatment on its own may be all that is needed to correct a troubled 
sleep pattern.
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Myalgic Encephalomyelitis
By Alf Riggs

British Society of Dowsers, March 1995

(Wikipedia : Chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS) is the common name for a 
group of significantly debilitating medical conditions characterized by persis-
tent fatigue and other specific symptoms. CFS may also be referred to as my-
algic encephalomyelitis (ME), post-viral fatigue syndrome (PVFS), chronic 
fatigue immune dysfunction syndrome (CFIDS). Biological, genetic, infec-
tious and psychological mechanisms have been proposed, but the etiology of 
CFS is not understood and it may have multiple causes)

As a result of investigating houses and work places with a blind test 
approach in nine different countries, I have come to the conclusion 

that energy depleted states, loosely classified as being Myalgic Encepha-
lomyelitis, [ME] fall in the main, into two classes  - ME caused as a result 
of being exposed to specific types of earth radiation, and an energy-de-
pleted state resulting from post viral fatigue.

ME Caused by Earth Radiation

The molecules of moving under-
ground water interacting with 
the molecular structure of the 
strata it is flowing through, pro-
duces a positive vertical electric 
field, a D/C generated negative 
magnetic field and radio fre-
quencies ranging from 87 -101, 
which are organised into narrow 
bands about 6-8cm wide. 

These bands are formed on the outside edges of a subterranean stream 
known as outside edge lines, with other lines forming across the width of 
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the stream producing a higher output of radio frequencies recorded on 
my charts as high energy output lines.

If a person is sleeping and/or working above these narrow bands for a 
lengthy period of time, it has been my experience to find that they are 
suffering from what is said to be ME. If they are also immersed in A/C 
pulsed magnetic fields above 70 nano Tesla, this serves to speed up the 
development of an energy depleted state by a considerable margin. 

The position of the band of radiation on the body, particularly when re-
lated to the sleeping site and the type of earth radiation they are in com-
bination with, will in some fair measure, determine the range of symp-
toms associated with ME that the individual is suffering from.

Some fields that invade the body, which are specific in their make up, 
have the effect of adding or removing an electron from parts of the bio-
electric system. When such an event takes place, it results in a change of 
polarity in that part of the system thus affected. It is my contention that 
when the radiation generated by the movement of underground water 
invades the cell, it is instrumental in changing the polarity of specific 
messages sent along the mitochondrian electron chain, resulting in a de-
ficiency of adenosine triphosphate - the main energy releasing agent in 
the cell.

Since, from the study of biophysics, we are beginning to understand that 
the contents of the biological framework is motivated by highly specific 
electro magnetic frequencies at cell level, it is becoming apparent to me 
that in many diseases the problem to be addressed as a matter of priority 
is, the state of the electric fields at cell level.

After placing the bed into a neutral zone, away from harmful earth rays 
and man made radiation, individuals suffering from ME often enjoy an 
improved quality of life without necessarily achieving a full recovery. In 
order to promote an improvement to this development, one has to cor-
rect the imbalance in the value of the electric fields within the mitochon-
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dria, and this is best achieved in 
my experience, by employing the 
talents of a competent and com-
patible healer. 

Attempting to rectify an altered 
state in the structure of an electric 
field by employing the skills of a 
healer, or by any other method, 
whilst the patient continues to be 
immersed in these noxious fields, 
is on a par with trying to treat 
someone who has a burnt hand 
whilst their hand is still in the fire. 

It becomes essential to place the patient to sleep, and work in zones 
where the A/C and D/C electromagnetic background is more compatible 
with the requirements of the bio-electric system, before any attempt of 
healing can usefully take place. 

Being a healer myself, I found it served no useful purpose to give some-
one a few minutes healing a week, if they were going home to sleep in a 
disturbed zone that was instrumental in causing biological damage for 
the next fifty hours or so - thus it became essential to investigate the ar-
eas where the subject worked and slept.

In the Hands On Science Museum in Adelaide last August, I was able to 
demonstrate that there is a degree of bio-electric individuality when 
measuring emissions from the hands of a group of men and women. 
Some healers have a good record in dealing with a limited number of 
specific diseases, but fail to improve the quality of life for people with 
diseases outside their ability to deal with. 

It is my contention that where radiation is the cause of disease, the invad-
ing fields are very often frequency specific, and multi-factorial in their 
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content. In the same way repair to the dysfunction of electrical fields at 
cell level would, from necessity, have to be equally precise when employ-
ing electro magnetic field therapy.

In research (not related to the study of ME), scientists used a 13000 
gauss magnet in an effort to promote enzyme production. Although they 
succeeded in achieving this, the technique failed to induce the produc-
tion of an enzyme that was deficient. 

When the services of healers were used in a number of tests, it was found 
that those using their hands as an instrument, were able to correct the 
deficiency without increasing other enzymes - one of the compounds 
successfully dealt with in this way was ATP (Adenosine Triphosphate).

It has been my experience to find that individuals adversely affected by 
the types of radiation mentioned above, tend to wake up with a serious 
energy depleted state, no matter how long they have slept or rested. When 
this condition is caused solely as a result of viral infection such as the 
Epstein Barr virus, the sufferers usually wake up having had the energy 
depletion repaired to a useful degree during the course of the night, only 
to find that it ebbs away during the day. 

There are, of course, some individuals on the receiving end of both Post 
Viral Fatigue and Earth Radiation and in these cases, the energy depleted 
state is more profound.

I am prepared to work with any University on a blind test basis in order 
to prove my finding that the radiation generated by the movement of 
underground water, when in combination with A/C pulsed magnetic 
fields above the value of 70 nano Tesla, is a major contributory factor in 
the development of ME.
       Alf Riggs
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Society News

The spoon bending party was a real success. I did not bring my wife 
this time because last time we had this presentation, she bent an-

other 2 spoons without meaning to, when she made some tea back home. 
The spoons just flopped down on their own. So it’s real folks!

This spoon is made of very hard 
stainless steel, yet it was bent as if 
the metal was soft. I cannot remem-
ber who bent it though. Robb 
brought quite a selection of spoons 
for us to bend.

Robb lead us into a calm and condu-
cive state, after about 20 minutes we 
started to hear people’s exclamations 
“It works”. Some children were present 
and they were the first to register the 
effect, bending several spoons during 
the afternoon. 

I think that pretty much everyone had 
a bending story to tell afterwards. This 
is a very empowering exercise .

A very happy 
bunch 

of  dowsers
showing 

their bent
spoons.

Editor
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 Your Membership Renewal
 is now due.

We have started the year 2015. Serious challenges to our environ-
ment, ourselves and our own survival as a species await us. How 

do you hold onto your own Peace, how to reflect it so it also affects your 
environment and how do you evolve as a person? 

Dowsing offers some personal solutions, and the Dowsers Society of NSW 
Inc. endeavours to provide training, and relevant information, via monthly 
presentations and newsletter articles.

You can stay tuned to Dowsing, participate in learning, as well as support 
the Society, by renewing your membership, either in person at the meet-
ing, or by mail. 

You can tear off and send the Membership Renewal Form, located on the 
other side of this page, with a cheque or money order made out to Dows-
ers Society of NSW Inc. However, our preferred method of payment is 
bank deposits. Just make sure to mention your name on the deposit, so 
we know who has renewed.

Details of our account are as follows:

  Account name:  Dowsers Society of NSW Inc
  BSB:     032 298
  Account number:  173532
  Bank:    Westpac Banking Corporation

Enrol a Friend
Looking for a nice and meaningful gift for a friend?

Look no further, offer them a yearly membership to the Society. Your gift 
will endure as they receive 12 information packed newsletters, and be able 
to attend our monthly meetings. 
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Speaker for February 15th, 2015
Sandy Mayor 

- Contemporary Crystal Skull, a Phenomenon -

There is a lot of mystery surrounding 
crystal skulls, their origin and pur-

pose. Popular culture often portrays 
them as symbols of death and doom and 
some people find them creepy. 

Yet to Mexican and other world cultures, 
the form of the human skull is decorated 
and utilized to honour deceased family 
members and friends. 

The Day of the Dead holiday celebrates and brings an acceptance 
of death not often seen in Western culture.

There is a surge of interest in popular culture, art and new age 
spheres about them. Do crystal skulls represent destruction or 
hope and healing?

We will explore the phenomenon of Crystal Skull Consciousness, 
drawing from my experience with contemporary crystal skulls,  
describing activated or embodied crystal skulls, and grid work for 
personal and planetary healing.

I will bring a number of crystal skulls and offer a guided medita-
tion with them. They will also be available for purchase. If you are 
a custodian of a crystal skull, feel welcome to bring yours along.

http://www.facebook.com/sandy.mayor
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Please arrive at the meeting early so as not to disturb 
 and be seated by 2:00 pm

Bus Services: 
Transport Enquiries: 131 500
From City, Central : Bus # 501 from Central to Rozelle 
then Bus # 506 to Hunters Hill

From City, Circular Quay : Bus # 506

From  Chatswood : Bus # 536 

Venue for Meetings
Community Hall,  44 Gladesville Road,  Hunters Hill

Date of Meetings
Third Sunday of every month,  except December (2nd Sunday)
Time: 2:00pm to 5:00 pm


